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Abstract. Aerosol indirect effects in climate models strongly dependon the representation of the

aerosol activation process. In this study, we assess the process level differences across activation

parameterizations that contribute to droplet number uncertainty by using the adjoints of the Abdul-

Razzak and Ghan (2000) and Fountoukis and Nenes (2005) droplet activation parameterizations in

the framework of the Community Atmospheric Model version 5.1 (CAM5.1). The adjoint sensitiv-5

ities of Nd to relevant input parameters are used to: (i) unravel the spatially resolved contribution

of aerosol number, mass, and chemical composition to changes inNd between present day and pre-

industrial simulations; (ii) identify the key variables responsible for the differences inNd fields and

aerosol indirect effect estimates when different activation schemes are used within the same mod-

eling framework. The sensitivities are computed online at minimal computational cost. Changes in10

aerosol number and aerosol mass concentrations were found to contribute toNd differences much

more strongly than chemical composition effects. The main sources of discrepancy between the acti-

vation parameterization considered were the treatment of the water uptake by coarse mode particles,

and the sensitivity of the parameterizedNd accumulation mode aerosol geometric mean diameter.

These two factors explain the different predictions ofNd over land and over oceans when these pa-15

rameterizations are employed. Discrepancies in the sensitivity to aerosol size are responsible for an

exaggerated response to aerosol volume changes over heavily polluted regions. Because these re-

gions are collocated with areas of deep clouds their impact on short wave cloud forcing is amplified

through liquid water path changes. The same framework is also utilized to efficiently explore droplet

number uncertainty attributable to hygroscopicity parameter of organic aerosol (primary and sec-20

ondary). Comparisons between the parameterization-derived sensitivities of droplet number against

predictions with detailed numerical simulations of the activation process were performed to validate
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the physical consistency of the adjoint sensitivities.

1 Introduction

The impact of atmospheric aerosols on the energy budget of the Earth and on cloud microphysical25

properties is a major contributor to climate prediction uncertainty and estimates of anthropogenic

climate change (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007). Due in part to the computa-

tional complexity of the models used for climate projections, quantification of uncertainty has often

been reported in terms of model diversity (e.g., Kinne et al., 2006; Quaas et al., 2009; Myhre et al.,

2013), rather than by analyzing the uncertainty associatedwith specific parameters and processes.30

This approach, although useful, does not always allows to identify the process level differences caus-

ing these discrepancies. As a result, the identification of the specific parameters and processes that

contribute the most to the uncertainty in simulated aerosol-cloud interactions remains elusive.

Atmospheric aerosols can influence the planetary radiativebalance by scattering and absorbing

light or by modifying the optical properties of clouds by serving as nuclei for cloud droplets and35

ice crystals. The latter is known asaerosol indirect effect (AIE). In order to make quantitative

estimates of AIE in global circulation models it is therefore necessary to realistically represent both,

the availability of atmospheric aerosol that can act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), as well as

the activation process by which a subset of CCN activate intocloud droplets.

Because the ability of an aerosol particle to act as a CCN depends strongly on its size and chem-40

ical composition (e.g., McFiggans et al., 2006), accurately simulating the availability of CCN re-

quires knowledge of the aerosol size distribution and the mixing state of the different species in

the aerosol phase. For this reason, state-of-the-art climate models include either modal or sectional

representations of aerosol size distributions, and have conservation equations for the number and

mass concentration for the main aerosol species, includingsulfate, sea salt, dust, and carbonaceous45

aerosols (e.g., Stier et al., 2005; Dentener et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012). Inclusion of detailed aerosol

modules, which allows a more physically consistent description of atmospheric aerosols, has in-

creased the computational burden of climate models and introduced more, sometimes uncertain,

parameters to describe the extra processes. For instance, aerosol species that are emitted directly,

such as black carbon (BC), primary organic matter (POM) or sulfate aerosol, for which emission50

inventories provide their mass fluxes to the atmosphere, require information on the size distribution

of the emitted particles. The assumed distribution, which is often uncertain or unknown, largely

controls the number concentration of emitted particles, playing an important role on the simulated

CCN concentrations (e.g., Adams and Seinfeld, 2003; Pierceand Adams, 2009).

The incorporation of carbonaceous aerosols and their inclusion in AIE estimates has been an55

important part of GCM development. Owing to the plethora of compounds involved in the make

up of organic aerosols, the parameters describing their hygroscopicity are less well constrained than
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those of inorganic aerosol species (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007). Uncertainty in these parameters

can affect AIE estimates, since organic species are known tocontribute an important fraction of

atmospheric aerosols and can affect the number concentration and hygroscopicity of accumulation60

mode aerosol (e.g., Novakov and Penner, 1993; Jimenez et al., 2009). Overall, the apportionment

of uncertainty is sometimes obscured by the increased complexity of climate models with detailed

aerosol-cloud interactions.

A variety of methods to assess the problem of uncertainty in CCN number have been employed.

Evaluation of the impact of parametric uncertainty in climate model simulations has been typically65

done by performing model integrations with one parametric value perturbed to then do a finite differ-

ence computation. Such approach has been used, for example,to quantify the sensitivity of CCN and

cloud droplet number (CDNC) to the assumed hygroscopicity of secondary organic aerosol (Liu and

Wang, 2010). Many studies have used similar approaches to asses the importance of the assumed

split between primary and secondary organic emissions (e.g., Trivitayanurak and Adams, 2013).70

Another approach used to assess the problem of uncertainty in aerosol-cloud interactions consists

of running an ensemble of simulations with perturbed parameters to construct a Bayesian process

emulator (e.g., Lee et al., 2011). This approach has been explored in variance-based sensitivity

analyses to establish a hierarchy of parameters based on their contribution to CCN number uncer-

tainty using a chemical transport model with detailed aerosol microphysics (e.g., Lee et al., 2012,75

2013a). These studies have shown that parameters related with emissions carry a large proportion

of the uncertainty in CCN concentrations (Lee et al., 2013a), since these parameters have a direct

impact on the CCN population. The statistical approach has also been used in a GCM framework to

evaluate the impact of aerosol parameter in the radiative budget at the top of the atmosphere (Zhao

et al., 2013). These works have pointed out to the importanceof accurate emission inventories,80

but also to the parameters describing emission size distributions and the hygroscopicity of organic

species. Nevertheless, this approach requires a large number of model integrations to build an ac-

curate emulator within a given parameter space, with the number of runs growing together with the

dimensionality of the parameter space.

However, the availability of CCN alone is not enough to describe the link between aerosol prop-85

erties and cloud microphysics, and is therefore insufficient to compute AIE estimates. Aerosol ac-

tivation is a dynamical process that involves the competition between the sink of water vapor (rep-

resented by the CCN availability) as well as the dynamical forcing provided by cloud-scale vertical

motions. Both these factors are necessary to compute the cloud droplet number concentration. Sev-

eral physically-based activation schemes are used in climate models (e.g., Abdul-Razzak and Ghan,90

2000; Fountoukis and Nenes, 2005; Ming et al., 2006; Shipwayand Abel, 2010). These schemes

require the knowledge of the CCN availability at a given water supersaturations, which can be

determined from the aerosol size distribution and chemicalcomposition. Different activation pa-

rameterizations implemented in the same modeling framework can produce important differences in
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the radiative forcing even when the physics they represent are very similar (Ghan et al., 2011). The95

uncertainty associated with the activation scheme used should also be evaluated and quantified.

The adjoint sensitivity approach is an efficient method to investigate process sensitivity to in-

put parameters in complex models. The method involves the construction of numerical routines

that compute, with analytical precision, the first-order derivative of a process parameterization with

respect to a set of input variables. The computation of sensitivities is achieved without the need100

of invoking the subroutine several times to perform finite difference computations. The adjoint-

sensitivity approach has been recently used in different applications involving aerosol activation

schemes. Karydis et al. (2012a) used the adjoint approach tocompute the impact of aerosol precur-

sor emissions on cloud droplet number (CDNC) over North America using the GEOS-Chem chemi-

cal transport model. Saide et al. (2012) used the adjoint of an activation scheme in the WRF model,105

coupled with satellite derived retrievals of CDNC to infer aerosol concentrations below clouds, in-

accessible to satellite sensors. To our knowledge, this tool has yet to be implemented in a GCM

framework.

Here we report the implementation of the adjoint sensitivities of commonly used, physically based

activation parameterizations in the Community AtmosphereModel, version 5.1 (CAM5.1). We com-110

pare the sensitivity of droplet number to aerosol characteristics to determine the variables responsible

for the discrepancies in CDNC among the parameterizations considered here. The information pro-

vided by first-order derivatives is also used to elucidate the spatially-resolved impact of parametric

uncertainty, illustrated here with the hygroscopicity of secondary and primary organic aerosol.

The paper is organized as follows. In the first section, we describe the implementation of the115

adjoint sensitivities in the CAM-5.1 AGCM. The second section studies the different responses of

the FN-adjoint and ARG-adjoint under identical model conditions, and identifies the underlaying

cause for their divergent response. The final two sections are devoted to the application of the adjoint

in the quantification or organic aerosol parametric uncertainty, by exploring the adjoint sensitivity to

the assumed hygroscopicity of SOA and POM.120

2 Model framework description

2.1 AGCM simulations with CAM5.1

Simulations were performed with the Community Atmosphere Model version 5.1 (CAM5.1) atmo-

spheric general circulation model (AGCM). CAM is the atmospheric component of the Commu-

nity Earth System Model (CESM1.0), and is described in full detail in (http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/125

models/cesm1.0/cam/). Here we focus on the description of the physical processes most directly

involved in the aerosol-cloud linkage.

The aerosol module of CAM5.1, which provides the aerosol characteristics necessary for the

calculation of droplet activation, is the 3-mode version ofthe modal aerosol module (MAM3) (Liu
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et al., 2012). This aerosol module considers eight aerosol species (sulfate, ammonium, nitrate,130

primary organic matter (POM), secondary organic aerosol (SOA), black carbon, sea salt, and dust)

partitioned into three log-normally distributed modes (accumulation, Aitken, and coarse modes).

The species in each mode are assumed to be internally mixed. The geometric standard deviation

σgi of each mode is prescribed, but aerosol number concentration (nai ) and mode diameter (dgi )

for each mode are allowed to vary to accommodate the corresponding mass. Characteristics of135

the MAM3 aerosol are summarized in Table 1. The cloud-scale vertical velocity used to drive the

activation process is computed from the turbulent kinetic energy, TKE, asw =
√

2
3
TKE. Lower

and upper bounds of0.2ms−1 and 10ms−1 respectively are imposed onw. The aerosol direct

and indirect effects using the default configuration of MAM3have been studied in detail by Ghan

et al. (2012). The aerosol in CAM interacts with stratiform clouds using the double moment cloud140

microphysics scheme of Morrison and Gettelman (2008). The aerosol activation process is the source

term for the gridbox CDNC equation balance. The fraction of aerosols activated into cloud droplets

can be removed by wet scavenging or regenerated to the interstitial aerosol population after cloud

evaporation.

The simulation results reported here were obtained by integrating the model for a period of 6yr,145

using climatological sea surface temperature (SST) corresponding to year 2000. Greenhouse gases

concentrations where also set to values corresponding to year 2000. Annual and seasonal averages

correspond to the last 5yr of integration, with the first year discarded as spin-up. Simulations were

performed with present day (year 2000) and pre-industrial (year 1850) emissions of aerosols, aerosol

precursors, and atmospheric oxidants from the Lamarque et al. (2010) inventory. Injection heights150

and emission sizes follow Dentener et al. (2006). To isolatethe impact of aerosol load changes

between present day and pre-industrial times, the concentration of greenhouse gases was maintained

at present day levels.

2.2 Adjoint sensitivities ofNd to aerosol properties

We consider the sensitivity ofNd to a set of ten variables: the cloud-scale vertical velocity,w, aerosol

number concentration per mode,nai , the mode diameter,dgi , and the hygroscopicity parameter of

each lognormal mode,κai . The hygroscopicity parameter accounts for the effect of the chemical

composition in the water uptake ability of aerosol particles. Because each mode is assumed inter-

nally mixed,κai is given by the volume-weighted average of the hygroscopicity parameter of each

constituent species (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007) (Table 1), i.e.,

κai =
∑

α∈i

vα,iκα (1)

wherevα,i is the volume fraction of speciesα in the ith-mode. Greek subindices will be used155

throughout the manuscript to indicate aerosol constituents, while latin subindices are reserved for
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aerosol modes. The adjoint sensitivity of these parameterizations was implemented such that each

call to the activation routine producesNd, together with the set of derivatives∂Nd/∂χj , to each of

the ten parametersχj . Sincedgi is not an independent variable, but is computed from the volume

(vai) and number concentration of each mode (nai ), the adjoint sensitivities are expressed in terms160

of the independent variablesvai andnai alone.

The parameterizations considered in this study include twowithin the ARG parameterization

framework (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000; Ghan et al., 2011),and two from within the FN param-

eterization framework (Fountoukis and Nenes, 2005; Barahona et al., 2010). We used the default

activation scheme used in CAM5.1, which is the ARG parameterization (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan,165

2000), and a revised version, ARGα, that includes the effects of the mass accommodation coefficient

in the condensation process (Ghan et al., 2011). When the massaccommodation coefficient,αc, is

unity the ARGα parameterization reduces to the the default ARG parameterization. Similarly, we

used the FN activation scheme (Fountoukis and Nenes, 2005),and an updated version, FN-IL, that

includes terms to better account for the water uptake by inertially limited CCN (Barahona et al.,170

2010). These parameterizations are based on a similar set ofphysical principles and assumptions

(Ghan et al., 2011).

There are methodological differences in the calculation ofthe sensitivities for each parameteriza-

tion framework. In the case of ARG and ARGα, sensitivities can be computed analytically, as shown

by Rissman et al. (2004), and is the approach used in this work(see Appendix A). The FN and FN-IL175

parameterizations use instead a set of numerical routines to computeNd, which prevents the use of

explicit equations. Therefore, efficient computation of the sensitivities in the FN framework required

the development of a corresponding adjoint code. For this, we implemented the newly developed

adjoint sensitivity of the FN and FN-IL (Karydis et al., 2012b), which uses automatic differentiation

software to build the necessary subroutines.180

3 Results

3.1 Overview of the simulations

Among the activation parameterizations included in this study, ARGα, FN, and FN-IL, include the

effect of non-continuum effects in the condensation process through an explicit dependence on the

accommodation coefficient,αc (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). For the simulations performed with185

those parameterizations the value ofαc was set equal to0.1, which is within the observed range of

αc in various locations (Raatikainen et al., 2013). Furthermore, it has been shown thatNd is not

sensitive toαc in the range of 0.1 to 1. Simulations with the ARG parameterization (equivalent to

ARGα with αc =1) are included for reference, since this is the activation scheme used in the release

version of CAM5.1. A summary of the model integrations performed is included in Table 2.190

Annual mean values for radiation and cloud parameters are shown in Table 3. The strongest short
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wave cloud forcing difference between PD and PI simulations(∆SWCF) is observed for simulations

with ARGα. The larger∆SWCF associated with ARGα is likely due to the large difference in the

global mean liquid water path.

The annual mean in-cloud droplet number concentration,Nd, for the 5th model layer (930hPa)195

are shown in Fig. 1 for the present day simulation. This pressure level was chosen because it has the

largest liquid cloud cover, and is representative of the results for the pressure levels in the column

with liquid clouds. Figure 1 also shows the change inNd between present day and pre-industrial

simulations. These maps exhibit the expected patterns of increased CDNC over continental regions,

with a particularly large increase inNd over Southeast Asia. The marked decrease in CDNC over200

Southeast US, central South America, and North Australia has been observed in other studies, point-

ing to changes in biomass burning emissions as the cause (Wang et al., 2011). This feature arises

from the emissions inventory used, in particular, the assumed size of the aerosol emitted, and has an

important impact in both direct (e.g., Lee et al., 2013b) andindirect effects (e.g., Wang et al., 2011;

Bauer and Menon, 2012).205

TheNd fields in Fig. 1 show also some noticeable differences acrossdifferent parameterizations.

Global meanNd produced with ARGα is slightly larger than those for FN and FN-IL, but droplet

number concentration over oceans show the opposite trend, being lower for FN and FN-IL compared

to ARGα. For present-day aerosol emissions, simulations with ARGα have more numerous and

smaller cloud droplets over land than simulations with FN orFN-IL. This difference is especially210

noticeable over the heavily polluted region of Southeast Asia. As a consequence, the annual mean

cloud droplet effective radius,re, in ARGα-PD is 3.5 % smaller over continents when compared to

FN-PD, while theNd is 10 % larger over continents. This trend is reversed over oceanic regions,

where the relative difference inre is 1 % larger for ARGα andNd is 15 % smaller. The reason for

this differences across parameterizations will be furtherdiscussed in Sect. 3.3.215

3.2 Sensitivity of ARG/ARGα and FN/FN-IL schemes in CAM

The sensitivities∂Nd/∂χj were computed at each time step during model integration, and annual

mean in-cloud sensitivities summarized in Table 4. The spatial distribution of the annual mean in-

cloud sensitivity ofNd to aerosol number and hygroscopicity parameter are shown inFigs. 2 and 3,

respectively.220

Sensitivity ofNd for the Aitken mode to bothnai andκai is negligible, indicating thatNd is

only weakly dependent on these parameters. This is expected, given that their size generally limits

their contribution to the CCN concentration. Their size also limits the amount of water vapor they

deplete during cloud formation, therefore only weakly impacting the maximum supersaturation. All

the parameterizations considered consistently reflect this. The spatial distribution and magnitude of225
∂Nd

∂nai

and ∂Nd

∂κai

for accumulation mode aerosol are also in good agreement across parameterizations

(Fig. 2b, e, h and k). As expected, sensitivity ofNd to this population is strong and always positive,
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since they fall in the size range most appropriate for CCN-active particles.

Discrepancies between ARGα, FN, and FN-IL in the sensitivity ofNd to coarse mode aerosol

number and hygroscopicity are evident (Figs. 2 and 3), not only showing different magnitudes but in230

some cases, opposite signs. These large discrepancies arise in the treatment adopted in each scheme

to describe the depletion of water vapor by the largest particles in the aerosol population.

From Table 4 it is clear that ARGα has the strongest negative sensitivity to coarse mode aerosol

characteristics. The large negative response in the ARGα implies that the overall impact onNd from

the strong depletion of supersaturation by coarse mode particles (which depressessmax) largely off-235

sets any contribution from coarse particles to the CCN population. On the other extreme, FN appears

to strongly underestimate the water vapor depletion from coarse mode particles, therefore changes

to coarse mode aerosol do not impactsmax in a measurable way, while their large size and lowsc en-

sures their contribution to the droplet population. This isreflected in the sensitivity of FN to coarse

mode aerosol number, which is positive, and slightly largerin magnitude than for the accumulation240

mode. An intermediate response is found when the FN-IL is used instead. This parameterization,

which differs from FN in the treatment of the inertially limited CCN population, exhibits an often

negative response to coarse mode aerosol, indicating a morephysically consistent treatment of the

water vapor depletion by this aerosol population. Careful validation of this sensitivities was per-

formed by comparing them to detailed numerical simulationsof the activation process (Appendix245

B). It was found that of all formulations considered, the sensitivity to coarse mode aerosol is, on

average, better captured by the FN-IL parameterization.

The same arguments can be extended to the sensitivity ofNd to κai and dgi of coarse mode

particles. The weak water vapor depletion of coarse particles in FN leads to a negligible impact of

the coarse modeκai anddgi on Nd (Table 4). Both ARGα and FN-IL, with a stronger depletion250

by coarse mode particles, are more sensitive to increases inthe water uptake ability of this aerosol

population. In both cases, a marked negative response is observed, in particular in areas where

the coarse mode is dominated by dust, which has a very low hygroscopicity. The supersaturation

depletion effect of coarse mode particles and their impact on Nd has been observed and discussed

previously (e.g., Ghan et al., 1998) in the framework of parcel model simulations, but the impact on255

global distributions ofNd had not been addressed before.

Table 4 also indicates a marked discrepancy in the sensitivity of Nd to geometric mean diameter,

∂Nd/∂dgi , between ARGα and FN or FN-IL. In particular, for Aitken and accumulation mode this

sensitivity is higher for ARGα by a factor of 2. Sincedgi is derived from the volume and the number

concentration for each mode, the derivatives ofNd with respect tovai are given by

∂Nd

∂vai
=

dgi
3vai

∂Nd

∂dgi
(2)

therefore, differences in the sensitivity to aerosol size directly impacts the sensitivity to aerosol
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volume.

The overall sensitivity to aerosol number,dNd/dna, often used measure of the strength of the

AIE, (e.g., Quaas et al., 2009), is also strongly affected bythe above enhanced response to coarse

mode particles. We define this quantity as the sensitivity ofNd to an overall increase in aerosol

number that preserves the shape of the aerosol size distribution, i.e.,

dNd

dna

=
∑

i

∂Nd

∂nai

nai

|na|
(3)

where,|na|2 =
∑

in
2
ai

. The values ofdNd/dna from the simulations indicate that aerosol activation

over the vast majority of oceanic regions occurs under the “aerosol limited” regime identified by260

Reutter et al. (2009), mainly due to relatively low aerosol loads.

The sensitivity from Eq. (3) is larger in the FN-PD experiment, with a global mean of0.28, than

for simulations performed with the ARGα parameterization, which have a global meandNd/dna

of 0.19, indicating a higher sensitivity to aerosol perturbations. This difference across parameter-

izations is largely explained by the negative sensitivity of ARGα to coarse mode particles, which265

strongly dampens the value ofdNd/dna over marine environments (Table 4). This highlights the

diverse contribution of each aerosol mode toNd, namely, the crucial importance of accumulation

and coarse mode in determining the magnitude ofdNd/dna.

The higher sensitivity to aerosol number as expressed by Eq.(3) suggest that AIE should be

stronger for simulations with FN and FN-IL compared to ARGα. However, a number of fields in270

Table 3, including droplet number concentration and short wave cloud forcing are larger for ARGα

than for FN or FN-IL. This apparent inconsistency is resolved by realizing thatdNd/dna does

not capture the total sensitivity of CDNC to aerosol changes. In actuality, there are processes that

cause an increase inNd without involving a direct change in aerosol number concentration. For

instance, condensation of sulfate or SOA on an aerosol population will cause the hygroscopicity and275

the volume of the aerosol to increase, without significantlychangingna. This suggests that the use

of Eq. (3) as a metric for the strength of aerosol cloud interactions does not capture the concurrent

changes in CCN activity that are associated with increased hygroscopicity and size. In this regard,

the different value of these sensitivities are important inunderstanding the simulatedNd fields with

different parameterizations.280

3.3 Unraveling mass, number, and chemical composition contributions to Nd

The increase in aerosol emissions between PD and PI times hasnot only changed the total mass

and number of atmospheric aerosol, but has also modified its chemical composition. Due to the

heterogeneity of aerosol precursor sources changes in aerosol load and chemical composition have

a marked regional imprint. For instance, the marked increase in anthropogenic sulfate aerosol over285

most continental areas of the Northern Hemisphere producesnot only a much larger number concen-
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tration of aerosols, but also promotes the hygroscopicity of continental aerosol after mixing with the

background aerosol (composed mostly of POM, SOA, BC, and dust). The opposite trend is observed

in the hygroscopicity of polluted marine aerosol as it is mixed with the sulfate aerosol outflow from

continents.290

The information provided by the adjoint sensitivities allows the apportionment of changes inNd

due to specific changes in eithernai , κai or vai , and to do so in a spatially-resolved manner. The

approach we propose to achieve this apportionment consistsof combining the change in aerosol

number∆nai , aerosol volume∆vai (proportional to the aerosol mass concentration changes),and

mode hygroscopicity,∆κai between PD and PI simulations, with the adjoint sensitivityfields using

a first order approximation, i.e.,

(∆Nd)χi
=

∂Nd

∂χj
∆χj (4)

In this expression it is assumed that the first order derivative∂Nd/∂χj does not change considerably

for PD and PI conditions. Even though small differences exist in the sensitivity computed at PD and

PI conditions, the magnitude of∆Nd from Eq. (4) is largely controlled by the variation in the aerosol

property∆χj . Figure 4 shows the estimated change inNd between PI and PD simulations that can

be attributed to changes in the number(∆Nd)na
, volume(∆Nd)va

, and hygroscopicity,(∆Nd)κa
,295

of accumulation mode aerosol using Eq. (4). For this calculation, the sensitivity was computed at

present-day. This analysis shows a negligible contribution from fine and coarse modes to∆Nd and

is therefore not shown.

From Fig. 4 it is clear that the dominant contributor to∆Nd is the accumulation mode aerosol

number, with a strong signal over continental regions. The spatial patterns and intensity of this field300

are very similar across parameterizations. Large areas of the globe exhibit a negative(∆Nd)na
, par-

ticularly over North America, and over the British Islands,as is also seen in Fig. 1. Since∂Nd/∂nai

for accumulation mode aerosol is always positive, this reduction must be associated with a decrease

in nai from pre-industrial times over those areas. This trend occurs even though aerosol mass con-

centration has not decreased over those areas, supporting the idea that this is due to a decrease in305

primary emitted particles (Wang et al., 2011).

After ∆na, the next largest contributor to∆Nd is ∆va, i.e., the change in total aerosol volume

(Fig. 4b, e, h and k). This field is also heavily concentrated in areas dominated by biomass burning

(e.g., Central Africa) and sulfate aerosol (e.g., Europe, Southeast Asia and North America).

Unraveling the contributions of aerosol parameters to∆Nd from different variables casts light310

on the diverging parameterization response over specific regions. Figure 4e, h, b and k, show that

(∆Nd)va
has a markedly different response for ARG/ARGα and FN/FN-IL parameterizations. Over

continental areas, when ARG or ARGα are used,(∆Nd)va
is much higher as compared with sim-

ulations with either FN or FN-IL. This is in fact a consequence of the two-fold stronger sensitivity

of Nd to dgi exhibited by ARG and ARGα. This markedly stronger sensitivity tovai , is magni-315

fied in regions were aerosol changes are dominated by condensible species, and largely explain the
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higherNd and∆Nd over Southeast Asia observed in Fig. 1. This region is particularly important in

controlling the strength of the AIE, particularly through the impact it has on liquid water path.

Figure 4c, f, i and l show(∆Nd)κa
for the different parameterizations, indicating that chemical

composition effects represent a weak contribution to∆Nd from pre-industrial times.320

3.4 Sensitivity of CDNC to hygroscopicity parameter of organic aerosol

The adjoint of the activation scheme can be used to estimate the envelope of uncertainty inNd asso-

ciated with parametric uncertainty. We focus here on the hygroscopicity parameter of organic aerosol

species, and estimate the geographic imprint of its uncertainty onNd. The first-order derivative of

Nd with respect toκα of any species can be calculated from Eq. (1) as

∂Nd

∂κα
=
∑

i

(

∂Nd

∂κai

)

∂κai

∂κα
=
∑

i

(

∂Nd

∂κai

)

vα,i (5)

Then, the uncertainty inNd associated toκα can be estimated, to first order, as

(δNd)κα
≈ ∂Nd

∂κα
δκα (6)

whereδκα is the uncertainty inκα. The assumed hygroscopicity of SOA and POM ofκsoa=0.14

andκpom= 0.1 respectively (Table 1), however, there is a wide range of values reported for these

parameters in the literature (e.g., Lathem et al., 2013). For application of Eq. (6) we investigated

the impact on CDNC of a±50% uncertainty range inκα. This uncertainty range has been utilized325

in previous modeling studies (e.g., Liu and Wang, 2010). Theresulting fields (Fig. 5) indicate the

regions were the uncertainty of the assumed hygroscopicityfor organic matter impacts the CDNC

the most.

For SOA, the annual-average percent CDNC uncertainty was 5.1 % over continents for PD, and

7.8 % for PI simulations. The percentages are negligible over oceanic regions averaging less than330

0.5 % in all cases. For the PD simulations, the uncertainty can be as large as 15 % over continents,

while for PI it can be up to 30 % over the boreal forests owning to the large contribution of organics

to aerosol volume in pre-industrial conditions. The uncertainty associated with the hygroscopicity of

POM is smaller compared to that of SOA, with annual-average CDNC uncertainty over continents

of 2.5 % (3.5 %) for the PD (PI) simulation, while reaching a maximum of 16 % (22 %) for the335

corresponding PD (PI) simulations. These results agree qualitatively with previous work focused on

CCN uncertainty associated with perturbed parametric values (Liu and Wang, 2010).

Equation (6) only includes the effects of uncertainty during the step of aerosol activation. It

does not account for other changes in CDNC associated with the modified hygroscopicity. For

instance, an increase (decrease) in hygroscopicity might also increase (decrease) the rate of wet340

removal, reducing (augmenting) the total aerosol burden and having a corresponding impact on
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CDNC. Therefore the uncertainties presented here are an upper limit for ∂Nd/∂κα.

4 Summary and conclusions

The sensitivity of cloud droplet number concentration to aerosol properties was evaluated in a state-

of-the-art GCM by using an adjoint sensitivity approach. Two commonly used parameterization345

frameworks, the ARG (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000) and FN (Fountoukis and Nenes, 2005),

were tested and compared within the CAM5.1 GCM. All the parameterizations considered here

showed a consistent sensitivity to accumulation mode aerosol number for both, marine and conti-

nental aerosol. Furthermore, these sensitivities agreed to within ±10% when compared to detailed

numerical simulations of the activation process. Overall,the parameterizations also showed con-350

sistent responses to the updraft velocity. Both this variables being central in the determination of

Nd.

Inconsistent responses to the coarse mode aerosol properties were found across parameterizations,

ranging from an overrepresentation of the water depletion of coarse mode particles in ARGα, to

a lack of sensitivity to large particles in FN. The FN-IL, which includes the water uptake by inertially355

limited CCN, captures the sensitivity to coarse mode aerosol more accurately than the other schemes

considered in this study. Although not a significant contributor toNd, the large amount of water

vapor depleted by the coarse mode particles can modulate themagnitude ofdNd/dna. In fact, the

consistently lowerNd over oceans predicted by ARGα compared to FN and FN-IL is due to the

large sensitivity to coarse mode particles. The diverse response observed across parameterizations360

implies that a physically consistent representation of coarse mode aerosol remains a challenge for

activation parameterizations. A recently developed modification of FN addresses this issue by using

an approximation specifically designed to correctly determine the rate of water uptake by the largest

particles in the aerosol population (Morales and Nenes, submitted).

Although great emphasis in the literature has been placed onensuring that activation parameter-365

izations capturedNd/dna consistently, our study suggests that sensitivity to aerosol number alone

does not capture the full extent of aerosol indirect effects, and does not explain the differences inNd

fields produced with these parameterizations. We found thatthe sensitivity ofNd to the geometric

mean diameter,dgi , was on average twofold higher for ARG compared to FN and FN-IL. This sen-

sitivity difference accounts for the much largerNd concentration predicted with ARGα over heavily370

polluted environments. This is particularly noticeable over Southeast Asia, region that also has very

deep clouds. Therefore, large increases inNd over that region have a profound impact on LWP, and

therefore over shortwave cloud forcing. These two factors,i.e., the large change inNd that induces

a large change in LWP over Southeast Asia, the Maritime continent and the North Pacific have been

shown to control the strenght of the indirect effects on CAM to a large extent (Wang et al., 2011).375

The sensitivity analysis reaffirms the well-known importance of accumulation mode aerosol num-
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ber concentration in controlling cloud droplet number concentrations. It was found that the vari-

ables controlling the size distribution of aerosol contribute the most to changes in CDNC between

present day and pre-industrial simulations. For the conditions commonly found in stratiform clouds

simulated by CAM, aerosol number and size plays a much more important role than the chemical380

composition of the aerosol. However, the disproportionately large impact of coarse mode particles

in modulating the overall sensitivity to aerosol changes, in particular over the oceans, has been in

general overlooked and was brought forward in this study.

The adjoint sensitivities were further used in this study tounravel the regional footprint of specific

aerosol species toNd. The large impact of primary organic matter (POM) in controlling accumu-385

lation mode number concentration was shown to also control the magnitude of the changes inNd

over large areas of the planet. This indicates that given their considerable impact on both, aerosol

and CDNC, efforts should be made to constrain the uncertainty in emission sizes for this primary

particles.

Computation of the regional distribution ofNd sensitivities to aerosol size distribution, chemical390

composition, and dynamic parameters is an important step inunderstanding the relative contribution

of aerosol parameters to CDNC variability. We demonstrate this using the adjoint-sensitivities to

attribute the contribution from different aerosol properties to the change inNd between present day

and pre-industrial simulations. Not surprisingly, changes in aerosol number, to a large extent control

the changes inNd, followed by change in mass, and to a lesser extent, changes in the hygroscopicity395

of aerosol. Overall, the computationally inexpensive information from adjoint analysis was shown

to improve our understanding of what causes differences in model responses from each activation

scheme.

Appendix A Adjoint development

The method to compute the number of activated cloud droplets, Nd, in both parameterizations con-

sidered here involves two conceptual steps. The first step isthe computation of the CCN spectrum,

i.e., the cumulative number of particles with critical supersaturation less than a given values. The

second step consists of determining the maximum supersaturation,smax, that develops in an ascend-

ing air parcel that rises with updraft velocity,w, and includes the water vapor condensation sink

provided by the CCN computed in the previous step. The first step is achieved by mapping the

aerosol size distribution and chemical composition onto supersaturation space (e.g., Fountoukis and

Nenes, 2005; Karydis et al., 2012b), i.e.,

NCCN(s)=

nm
∑

i

nai

2
[1−erf(ui(s))] (A1)
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where

ui =
2ln(smi

/s)

3
√
2lnσgi

(A2)

and smi
is the critical supersaturation for a particle with a size equal to dgi and hygroscopicity

parameterκi, smi
= 2√

κi

(

A
3dpgi

)3/2

. Equations (A1) and (A2) consider only Köhler theory for

computation of CCN. The impact of water adsorption onto insoluble particles such as dust, can also

be treated with a similar formalism (Kumar et al., 2009). Thesecond step is achieved by finding

an approximate solution to the equation describing the supersaturation tendency in the ascending air

parcel, which can be written as,
(

dq

dt

)

smax

=
αw

γ
(A3)

Equation (A3) expresses the moment wheresmax is attained in the parcel where the production and

depletion of water vapor attained in the ascending air parcel is in balance. Production is due to the

adiabatic expansion cooling provided by the cloud updraft,αw/γ, and the depletion of supersatura-

tion by condensation on the growing droplets,(dq/dt). Oncesmax is determined from Eq. (A3), the

number of activated droplets is given by the CCN spectra evaluated ats= smax,

Nd =NCCN(smax) (A4)

The two parameterizations differ in the approximations made in the solution of Eq. (A3). An400

in-depth analysis of these assumptions can be found in Ghan et al. (2011). The ARG is constructed

by performing a statistical fit to a large set of detailed numerical solutions to this equation, while

the FN use the “population spliting” approach, which bringsEq. (A3) to a form where an iterative

numerical solution can be found forsmax.

A1 FN and FN-IL parameterizations405

The development of the adjoint of the Fountoukis and Nenes (2005) parameterization (FN), as well

as that for the adsorption activation parameterization of Kumar et al. (2009) is described in full detail

in Karydis et al. (2012b). Briefly, because the computation of Nd in FN is achieved by iterative solu-

tion of Eq. (A3), the computation of the sensitivities has tobe achieved by performing a line-by-line

differentiation of the numerical routines. Karydis et al. (2012b) used the automatic differentiation410

software TAPENADE to construct the routines necessary for efficient computation of derivatives.

The FN-adjoint built with this procedure, yields the set of sensitivities ofNd with analytical pre-

cision, and the computational cost of the computation is a constant multiple, independent of the

number of input parameters, of the cost of computingNd.
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A2 ARG and ARGα parameterizations415

The ARG droplet activation parameterization (Abdul-Razzak et al., 1998; Abdul-Razzak and Ghan,

2000) computes the maximum supersaturation,smax, and droplet number concentration,Nd, explic-

itly as a function of the updraft velocity,w, the aerosol size distribution parameters,σgi anddgi , nai ,

and chemical composition of the aerosol, represented byκai . In this parameterization,smax is given

by,

smax=

{

nm
∑

i

1

s2mi

[

f1,i

(

ζi
ηi

)3/2

+f2,i

(

s2mi

ηi+3ζi

)3/4
]}−1/2

(A5)

wheref1,i andf2,i are functions ofσgi only. The explicit functionality off1,i andf2,i, together with

the definitions ofζi andηi can be found in Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000). Because Eq. (A5) is an

explicit function of the input variables, it is amenable forthe calculation of analytical expressions

for its derivatives. In this section we follow the approach of Rissman et al. (2004), and expand these

expressions to include other parameters. The derivatives of Nd to a parameterχj reads

∂Nd

∂χj
=

∂NCCN

∂χj
−
∑

i

∂ui

∂χj

(

nai√
π
e−u2

i

)

(A6)

The term∂NCCN/∂χj is zero for all variables except forχj = naj , for which case it is equal to

[1−erf(ui)]/2. The partial derivatives ofui read:

∂ui

∂w
=−

√
2

3smax
(lnσgi)

−1 ∂smax

∂w
(A7a)

∂ui

∂naj

=−
√
2

3smax
(lnσgi)

−1 ∂smax

∂naj

(A7b)

∂ui

∂κaj

=−
√
2

3smax
(lnσgi)

−1

(

smax

2κai

δij+
∂smax

∂κaj

)

(A7c)

∂ui

∂dgj
=−

√
2

3smax
(lnσgi)

−1

(

3smax

2dgi
δij+

∂smax

∂dgj

)

(A7d)

∂ui

∂σgj

=−
√
2

3smax
(lnσgi)

−1

(

3smaxui√
2σgi

δij+
∂smax

∂σgj

)

(A7e)

whereδij =0 for i 6= j, andδij =1 for i= j. Defining the following functions,

ki = f1,i

(

ζi
ηi

)3/2

(A8a)

gi = f2,i

(

s2mi

ηi+3ζi

)3/4

(A8b)
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the gradient ofsmax can be written as,

∂smax

∂w
=

3

4

s3max

w

∑

i

1

s2mi

(

ki+
3gi
4

ηi+ζi
ηi+3ζi

)

(A9a)

∂smax

∂nai

=− 3

4nai

s3max

s2mi

(

ki+
gi
2

ηi
ηi+3ζi

)

(A9b)

∂smax

∂κai

=− 1

2κai

s3max

s2mi

(

ki+
gi
4

)

(A9c)

∂smax

∂dgi
=− 3

2dgi

s3max

s2mi

(

ki+
gi
4

)

(A9d)

∂smax

∂σgi

=− 5

2σgi

s3maxln(σgi)

s2mi

(

ki+
gi
4

)

(A9e)

A2.1 Extension of ARG and its derivatives to account for non-continuum effects

Ghan et al. (2011) extended the ARG parameterization to account for non-continuum effects through

the inclusion of a size dependent mass transfer coefficientG, that has explicit dependence on the

mass accommodation coefficientαc. In such way, the transfer coefficient,Gi, is defined as

Gi =G0

G(Dpci ,αc)

G(Dpci ,1)
(A10)

whereG0 is the mass transfer coefficient for the continuum regime, which is used in the default ARG

parameterization, andG(x,αc) is the size dependent mass transfer coefficient (e.g., Pruppacher and

Klett, 1997).Dpci is the critical wet diameter corresponding todgi . From Eq. (A10) it can be seen

that forαc = 1, Gi =G0, and therefore ARGα is identical to ARG for that case. The derivatives

with respect todgi andκai are affected by the redefinition ofG according to Eq. (A10). SinceNd

now depends onαc, the corresponding sensitivities can also be computed. Thederivatives ofsmax

are as follows:

∂smax

∂κai

=− 1

2κai

s3max

s2mi

[

(

ki+
gi
4

)

+
3Ψi

16

(

ki+
3gi
4

ηi+ζi
ηi+3ζi

)]

(A11a)

∂smax

∂dgi
=− 3

2dgi

s3max

s2mi

[

(

ki+
gi
4

)

+
3Ψi

16

(

ki+
3gi
4

ηi+ζi
ηi+3ζi

)]

(A11b)

This extension also allows for the calculation of the sensitivities of smax andNd to the mass accom-

modation coefficient,αc. The corresponding sensitivities are given by

∂smax

∂αc

=− 3

16

s3max

αc

∑

i

Υi

s2mi

(

ki+
3gi
4

ηi+ζi
ηi+3ζi

)

(A12)
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and,
∂ui

∂αc

=−
√
2

3smax
(lnσgi)

−1 ∂smax

∂αc

(A13)

The coefficientsΥi andΨi are defined as:

Ψi =KiGi(Dpci ,αc)

(

1−αc

G0

Gi

)

(A14)

and

Υi =KiGi(Dpci ,αc) (A15)

where the functionKi is a temperature dependent coefficient given by

Ki =
2ρwRT

esMwαcDpci

(

2πMw

RT

)1/2

(A16)

In the previous expressionT is the temperature,ρw is the density of water,Mw is the molecular

weight of water,R the universal gas constant, andes is the saturation vapor pressure of water at

temperatureT .420

Appendix B Validation of parameterization derivatives

The accuracy of the first order derivatives of FN and ARG introduced in Appendix A have been

extensively tested by comparing them against central difference computations (e.g., Karydis et al.,

2012b). In this section however, we perform an evaluation ofthe adjoint sensitivities against de-

tailed numerical simulations of the activation process, since this provides a method for validating425

the physical consistency of the parameterization-derivedsensitivities.

Annual average fields ofnai , κai , dgi andw, corresponding to the 930hPa pressure level from

a 6yr simulation with CAM5.1 were used to drive off-line computations with a Lagrangian parcel

model. The Lagrangian parcel model used here explicitly computes the size-resolved growth of

cloud droplets in a non-entraining parcel ascending with a constant updraft velocity (Pruppacher430

and Klett, 1997). The temporal evolution of supersaturation is also computed. The sensitivities were

performed by central difference computation for each of theten variables (requiring of 20 model

integrations per grid cell). Identical input was used to drive the adjoint sensitivities of ARGα, FN,

and FN-IL. All the calculations were performed assuming an accommodation coefficientαc =0.1

(Raatikainen et al., 2013).435

The relative error between the parcel model and parameterization-derived sensitivities are sum-

marized in Table 5. The relative errorǫχ for a quantityχ is defined here as

ǫχ =1− χPM

χparam
, (B1)
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whereχPM andχparam are the parcel model and parameterization derived value forχ respectively.

This analysis reveals that the accuracy of the derivatives fluctuates widely across the different vari-

ables considered. Among those sensitivities that are better captured by all the parameterizations are

those ofNd to updraft,∂Nd/∂w, accumulation mode number concentration, and total aerosol num-

berdNd/dna, which are all within±30% error. Similarly, all parameterizations captureNd within440

a±20% margin, with ARGα and FN-IL slightly underestimatingNd while FN shows the opposite

trend, biasingNd ∼ 10% high. Table 5 reflects that the largest errors are encountered for coarse

mode particles, with sensitivity ofNd to Aitken and accumulation mode have overall smaller biases

than those of coarse mode characteristics.

It is apparent from this analysis that the largest discrepancies amongst parameterizations occur445

precisely for coarse mode characteristics. For instance, sensitivity of Nd to coarse mode aerosol

characteristics is overpredicted by300−−500% for ARGα, while FN-IL reduces this overprediction

to∼ 100%. On the other hand, the lack of responsiveness ofNd computed with FN to perturbations

in coarse mode aerosol is made clear from the relative error of 100%±0% observed for coarse mode

κai anddgi . For both this cases, the absolute value of the adjoint sensitivities is negligibly small.450

The variability associated with coarse mode characteristics is illustrated in Fig. 6 with the derivative

of Nd to the hygroscopicityκai .

Sensitivity to accumulation modeκai anddgi shows a large variability as measured by the stan-

dard deviation of the errors for all parameterizations, butthe bias for the case of ARGα is a factor

of 2 larger than it is for either FN or FN-IL. However, the large bias and considerable scatter for455

∂Nd/∂κai and∂Nd/∂dgi suggests that the parameterizations are not accurately capturing the de-

pendency ofNd on those variables.
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Table 2. Summary of simulations.

Experiment ID Activation Parameterization Aerosol Accommodation
Emissions Coefficient

ARG-PD Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) Year 2000 N/A
ARG-PI Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) Year 1850 N/A
ARGα-PD Ghan et al. (2011) Year 2000 αc =0.1
ARGα-PI Ghan et al. (2011) Year 1850 αc =0.1
FN-PD Fountoukis and Nenes (2005) Year 2000 αc =0.1
FN-PI Fountoukis and Nenes (2005) Year 1850 αc =0.1
FN-IL-PD Barahona et al. (2010) Year 2000 αc =0.1
FN-IL-PI Barahona et al. (2010) Year 1850 αc =0.1

Table 3. Annual global mean for selected radiation parameters and cloud properties, namely: shortwave cloud
forcing (SWCF), longwave cloud forcing (LWCF), liquid and ice water path (LWP and IWP respectively),
total precipitation (PRECT), and column droplet number concentration (CDNUMC). The difference of these
variables between PD and PI simulations, as well as for the total cloud forcing ∆CF=∆(SWCF+LWCF),
and the cloud top effective radius∆re.

ARG ARGα FN FN-IL
PD PI PD PI PD PI PD PI

SWCF (Wm−2) −51.85 −49.86 −53.38 −51.13 −54.05 −52.00 −53.71 −51.70
LWCF (Wm−2) 24.15 23.80 24.13 23.79 24.18 23.82 24.18 23.76
LWP (gm−2) 44.38 40.73 47.26 42.82 47.77 43.57 47.37 43.45
IWP (gm−2) 17.81 17.76 17.68 17.65 17.74 17.55 17.74 17.55
PRECT (mmday−1) 2.96 2.98 2.97 2.99 2.97 2.99 2.97 2.99
CDNUMC (1010 m−2) 1.33 0.96 1.85 1.30 1.83 1.28 1.67 1.20

∆SWCF (Wm−2) −2.00 −2.24 −2.05 −2.01
∆CF (Wm−2) −1.65 −1.90 −1.70 −1.60
∆CDNUMC (%) 38.6 42.6 42.7 39.0
∆LWP (%) 8.97 10.38 9.63 9.00
∆re (%) −2.2 −3.7 −4.1 −3.9

Table 4. Annual mean sensitivities computed for the PD simulations. Fields are reported for the 930mb
pressure level.

Sensitivity Aerosol Mode ARGα-PD FN-PD FN-IL-PD
Land Ocean Global Land Ocean Global Land Ocean Global

∂Nd/∂nai (–)
Aitken −0.009 −0.002 −0.004 0.019 0.037 0.031 0.015 0.020 0.018
Accumulation 0.26 0.43 0.38 0.27 0.49 0.43 0.24 0.46 0.40
Coarse −26.7 −10.6 −15.3 0.40 0.54 0.50 −0.31 −0.15 −0.20

dNd/dna (–) – 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.22 0.31 0.28 0.19 0.25 0.24

∂Nd/∂κai (cm−3)
Aitken 9.06 8.19 7.92 8.41 10.62 9.96 7.29 9.23 8.66
Accumulation 67.6 6.68 21.0 81.4 9.49 30.8 78.6 8.55 29.15
Coarse −9.0 −2.4 −4.2 0.05 0.001 0.016 −2.03 −0.74 −1.11

∂Nd/∂dgi (cm−3µm−1)
Aitken 433.7 545.7 512.7 284.8 561.2 479.2249.8 507.7 431.9
Accumulation 1125 167.3 449.5 482.8 78.0 198.1466.8 65.86 183.7
Coarse 0.0006 0.00008 0.0002 0.008 0.0005 0.003−0.75 −1.43 −1.23

∂Nd/∂w (cm−3m−1s) – 194.5 63.7 102.3 185.8 65.90 101.2 175.2 69.07 100.3
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Table 5. Relative error forNd, smax, and the adjoint-sensitivities∂Nd/∂χj , computed with the adjoint of the
activation parameterizations, as compared against numerical parcelmodel values. Reported values correspond
to the mean and the standard deviation of the percent error.

Sensitivity Aerosol Mode ARGα FN FN-IL

Nd −18.1±9.7% 8.1±7.7% −10.5±6.2%
Smax −42.3±13% 31±22.2% −24±6.7%

∂Nd/∂nai

Aitken −93±38% 56±81% −57±16.6%
Accumulation 10.6±24% 3.5±18% −8.1±20.4%
Coarse −509±838% 210±225% −93±131%

dNd/dna −15.6±8.8% +9.3±19% −19.4±15%

∂Nd/∂κai

Aitken −74±18% 27±53% −48±20%
Accumulation 190±345% 101±223% 101±223%
Coarse −300±223% 100±0% −59±51%

∂Nd/∂dgi

Aitken −74±18% 27±53% −42±20%
Accumulation 191±348% 96±216% 96±216%
Coarse −297±214% 100±0% −64±52%

∂Nd/∂w −27.7±37% 5.8±23% 8.5±81%
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Fig. 1. Annual mean in-cloud droplet number concentration,Nd (in cm3cm−3), at the 930mb pressure level
predicted for(a) ARGα-PD, (b) FN-PD, and(c) FN-IL-PD. The lower panels show the difference in(∆Nd)
between present day (PD) and pre-industrial emissions (PI).
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Fig. 2. Annual mean sensitivity to aerosol number concentration∂Nd/∂nai . (a–c) Aitken, Accumulation,
and Coarse modes in the ARG-PD simulation,(d–f) ARGα-PD simulation,(g–i) FN-PD simulation, and(j–l)
FN-IL-PD simulation.
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for aerosol hygroscopicity∂Nd/∂κai (in cm−3).
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Fig. 4. Change in number of activated cloud droplets (incm−3) attributable to changes in accumulation mode
aerosol properties.(a–c) δNd due to change in aerosol number(a), aerosol volume(b), and aerosol hygro-
scopicity(c) for simulation with the ARG parameterization.(d–f) Same as above, but for the simulation using
ARGα. (g–i) corresponds to simulations with FN, and(j–l) are simulations with FN- IL.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the sensitivity to hygroscopicity for coarse mode aerosol, ∂Nd/∂κai (cm−3),
computed with detailed parcel model simulations and:(a) ARGα, (b) FN, (c) FN-IL.
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